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EDITORIAL
I am delighted to be able to introduce to you the 'new' Mountbatten
Journal of Legal Studies incorporating the original Southampton
Institute Law Review which has been published for five years. Given the
quality of the papers submitted by authors of international repute, it was
decided to relaunch the Review with a new name and format to reflect
more properly the scholarship of the published articles. At this point
thanks must be expressed to the firm of Paris Smith & Randall for both
their financial and practical support for the Journal.
The Mountbatten Journal ofLegal Studies will continue to be an
international forum for the discussion oflaw in all its aspects, reflecting
the broad understanding oflegal scholarship. The coverage includes not
only contemporary substantive law, private law and public law but also
legal theory, legal history and other aspects of the study of law in its
social and cultural context. It will also continue to publish papers which
reflect original research without prejudice to the area of the research
topic or the jurisdiction, although the Editor especially welcomes
comparative approaches. The Journal also encourages innovative and
sustained appraisals of current and emerging concepts, policies, and
practice of law.
The Editorial Advisory Board reflects the policy of the
Journal by including specialists in their fields drawn from academia,
legal practice, the Bar and the judiciary.
This issue includes an article based on an open lecture given at
Southampton Institute in which a very chilling picture is drawn of
sentencing practice in the USA and the perception that "Americans are
less interested in preventing crime than in punishing criminals". This is
evidenced by the stark statistics ofthe current rate of incarceration being
rivalled only by South Africa at the height of its repression. It is,
however, proposed that not only in the USA but also in the UK the
problem is "not too much crime but too little", the proposition being that
the general public have their fear of street crime heightened by the
media, and politicians capitalise on these elemental emotions in their
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never ending search for campaign issues. The thesis as a whole is set in
a racial and economic context.
Issues of when a variation in an employment contract is not a
variation, in conjunction with when a consenting employee is in fact not
consenting, highlight some problems of the lawyer in practice who tries
to explain the vagaries of the current law to the employer client. The
cases of Wilson and Alcan are discussed in relation to the EC Directive
77/187 and the practicalities of harsh economic circumstances.
We are also taken on a lively journey through the English Law of
Markets and Fairs, outlining the differences between a husband selling
his wife at the Weyhill Fair and the more modem phenomena of car
boot sales. A number of critical questions are both raised and discussed
in depth, in particular the conflicts between the public and the private
sector and the "...monopoly powers (of local authorities) to restrain
potential competition from would-be market operators".
A succinct summary of the law regarding the acquisition of shares
in a public company is offered with an analysis of the recent House of
Lords decision which marks a significant change to the existing law.
The new provisions regarding the ongoing problem of
contaminated land are also discussed, in particular in respect of a
regulatory lacuna and the possibility that the interaction between the
contaminated land and statutory nuisance provisions may, in certain
circumstances, impose a dual liability on owners of contaminated land.
When persons or companies suffer harm or loss, they frequently
look for the 'deepest pocket' to make good that loss. Public officials may
well find themselves as a target for a plaintiff to bring an action against
the relevant department. The case of Three Rivers District Council and
others v Bank ofEngland (No 3) provides much food for thought in the
area ofmisfeasance in public office, whilst addressing the principles of
good faith and foreseeability and the interrelationship ofjudicial review
and liability under tort.
Patricia Park
Chair Law Research Centre
Editor
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